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“Make your life a masterpiece, imagine no limitation on what you can be, have or do”

THE AYODHYA VERDICT
~ ISHA SAGAR SHRIVAS
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mysteriously found inside the
mosque.
Critics of the verdict have argued that
the supreme court which is the highest
judiciary
authority has
relied on ‘Faith’
instead of
‘Facts’. The
judgement done
has sided with
the majority.
Have
we
forgotten that
India is a
sovereign
country where
every citizen of the country has a
‘Right to Equality’. Even though this
is democracy, it makes me feel
ashamed to say that favouritism still
exists.
The judgement of the Ayodhya
Verdict has triggered communal riots
that involved several parts of India
which again resulted the disruption of
the state’s peace and separation on the
religious ground and ideals. Does
India actually pursue the principal of
secularism as stated in the holy
preamble?
Lastly, I would like to question every
individual of the country - Will faith
and religious beliefs of communities
be the grounds for settling land titles?
Will this be cited to settled other
similar arguments that will arise
further?
I am sure there are no easy answers at
the moment.
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In a judgement, running into 1050
pages, the apex judiciary body has
taken almost 7 decades, for the Babri
Masjia-Ram Janambhoomi litigation
to come close
to the ultimate
showdown.
Amrutha K. of grade-12 has This is one of
b een s ingled ou t f o r an the oldest cases
i nt e r v i e w a t t h e O x f o r d
that
the
University and has also been
supreme
court
accepted at The Kings College,
h
a
s
e
ver
London for her undergraduate
judged. The
course.
Malayika, a student of IBDP l a w y e r
year-2 has been admitted into r e p r e s e n t i n g
the University of Berkley for the Hindus has
her further studies in music.
provided a
Riddhima Sharma of IBDP
better testimony of continuous and
year-1 has been enrolled into
t h e O x f o r d S u m m e r active worship as compared to the
Muslims.
School’2020.
S t a t e L e v e l S k a t i n g The evidence provided by the Muslim
Competition- Uttarakhand: has been countered by a report
Rittana Mittal of class-9 submitted by the Archaeological
participated for the competition Survey Of India (ASI) which
under the quad category and provided evidence of the remains of
bagged the 3rd place.
the building (which is surely not
Muskan Mittal of class-7
Islamic) beneath the demolished
also went for the same and
mosque. The Constitution Bench, led
was awarded the silver medal
by the Chief justice Of India, Rajan
in the in-liners category.
Gogi, noted that the faith of Hindu
believes the fact that Lord Rama was
born at the site of the demolished
masjid is undisputed but the proved
2
.
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existence of a magnificent and vivid
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structure like Sita Rasoi and Ram
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Chabutua are strong testimony to the
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religious fact of the place. Muslims,
MOGLY’S
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K
claimed that in 1528, the first Mughal
U
R
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G
Emperor Babar had constructed the
Babri Masjid. Later, on December
23rd,1949, Idols of Lord Rama were

Jai Hind, Jai Bharat
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TOT: What are your views on the havan which was conducted today ?
TMG: I felt like I was sitting amongst little Rishi
munis’s who held such a divine energy, enlightened by
the mantras.
TOT: What is the main idea behind the entire
Mogly’s Gurukul ?
TMG: Inculcating valuable education to the kids in the
most fun learning way. Reminiscing back to our spring
times, I remember the boredom we faced while
chanting mantras that we had no clue about. So, with
the help of the Mogly Gurukul we have introduced a
more interactive and modern way of learning traditional
values for the youth of today, so they imbibe by these
values in their day to day life. We have kids ranging
from the age of 8 months old to adults of 80 years old,
so you can imagine the impact we have left on society.
We try to mould our students in virtuous ways which
they can take back home. Most of us have forgotten our
roots and have rather accustomed ourselves with western culture, this Gurukul helps you reconnect with your
origin and recognise your strength lying within your roots. She says, one is more than just a boy or a girl, rich or
poor or has potential that cannot be described by academics, the power of an individual is indescribable.
TOT: What was the motive behind addressing the foundation “ Mogly Gurukul “ ?
TMG: The character Mogly from the ‘ Jungle Book ‘ has been the most captivating amongst all the others. He
belongs from the jungle and learns how to adjust to the frightful world. Gurukul, since in our opinion everybody
is a guru. We learn from everybody as each one of us have something special which we can acquire.
TOT: The usage of technology causes a lot of distraction but do you suggest completely cutting off from it ?
TMG: We have always tried adapting to the recent technologies because in the 21st century, each individual is
needed to be connected and updated with their surroundings. If used for justified purposes, it can take us places
and vice-versa.
TOT: What are your achievable aims and future prospects towards the society ?
TMG: I aim to empower everyone and help everybody become emotionally strong. No child should be left
unheard or unseen as each on of us hold an opinion. I also want everyone to remain happy despite the negativity
externalised and should also not affect the child in the longer run. Be self sufficient and jovial.
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ENRICHING OUR TRADITIONAL VALUES WITH
MOGLY GURUKUL
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FAILURES ARE THE
PILLARS OF
SUCCESS
~Kanan

Failure is the condition or fact of not
achieving the desired end. Failure is our
best teacher and act as mirror to show
us our true self. Every successful man
fails at some point in his life but failure
also help you recognise your
weaknesses and lack of preparations or
effort, so if you can manage to learn
from your mistakes, you might be able
to fulfil your goals. Making a mistake is
not a crime, the ability to learn from it
can contribute to your success. Facing
failure makes one stronger, wiser and
more resolute and will encourage one to
make greater efforts. It encourages
everyone to try again with more
preparation and hard work and acts as a
stepping stones to success. One who
doesn't give up is always better than the
one who does, only the one who keeps
trying will have a chance at success.
Failure makes us capable of evaluating
ourselves in order to reach a higher
level. If you have a will to succeed then
be prepared to pay the price for it which
might include facing disappointment
and setbacks but try being persistent
with your efforts till the goal is
achieved.
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CAUTION: EXAM
FEVER
~ Indian Rupunzel

Talk about exam pressure! Hey y’all missed me? The Final
term is here and we’re just chilling. It doesn’t really feel like
exams are approaching. Not to forget never ending
homework. Asking teachers small doubts you have is
suddenly now a crime. Alright bruh you taught us this
already but maybe it slipped our minds. Do we need to get
our priorities straight? yes. Will we? hmmm. Depends on
who you talk about. There are people who cry on getting
92% and there are those celebrating on 40%. Things always
go down, examination time don't they? Teachers tell us to
make it like Elsa and LET IT GO, but its not so easy. They
can’t expect us to have no friends and study all day. We need
to breathe a little. Others, breathe a tiny bit too much. Let’s
take an example of someone who we’re very familiar with:
SW. Rather than studying, she had a very tempting session
with her one and only smh. What do you have to say about
this TG? Itty bitty piece of advice to y’all; at-least study to a
point where you wont fail instead of caressing someone in
the washroom stalls.

JOURNEY THROUGH THE
MYSTERIOUS GLOBE
- UK government and military accused of war crimes
cover up.

- Scottish government uses non-official data on youth
unemployment.

- A new privacy-first browser (Firefox) can replace
Chrome on all your devices.

- Leonid meteor shower will send green shooting stars
across the sky.

- Saudi Aramco flotation values oil giant at $1.7tn .
- Afghan and Turkish mosque passed off as Babri Masjid.

WORN OUT TOOL:
‘FAITH’
~ Twisha Chauhan & Melissa

A wise man once said,” there’s no elevator to success, you have to take stairs.” Success is achieved by all,
whether they are winners or losers. Winners; because they have tasted victory. Losers because they have felt the
unforgettable pain of losing which has bought them a step closer to victory. Our life frames the chronicle stairs
of success. The stars are surely broken and we are only left with one worn out tool which is‘‘FAITH”.Further,
we have a perspective It is better to be worn out than to be rusted. At the end we would like to convey a small
message which will help all of us to have faith in each one of us .” If you can keep your head when all about
you are losing theirs and blaming it on you”. If you can trust yourself when others doubt you, but make
allowance for their doubting too. If you can trust yourself when others doubt you, but make allowance for their
doubting too. So each and every one of us should work, build, design and finally reach the end of the stairs with
Faith.
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PREVIOUSLY ON CAMPUS
~ SILENT EYES

Sleepless nights, dark circles, not an ounce of beauty sleep, limited gossip sessions, midnight heart attacks
and the most terrifying of all LOW LEVEL OF ‘BP’, honestly exam causes all the diseases mentioned above.
However, as our head ma-panther has raised the bar of expectation to a national level, we ought to keep
moving on and never give up before our heads are served on the silver platter!
Moving on, let us add some spice in your final miserable days. Are you all aware of sudden changes that had
recently taken place? Like how infamous VOS turned into JOS. It shocking how the MISTARS who are
known to be foodies have suddenly turned into geeks. Oops! How can we forget our dearest elder sisters who
despite being under the pressure of pre boards, are spending most of their time in the green field in order to
maintain their body figure to flaunt around their sarees for their final show on 5th of December.
Coming to an end, best of luck for the upcoming examinations and we are patiently waiting to see which
house the glorious trophy, ‘THE RAWAL’ will reside.

SUDOKU

SIMON SAYS
Cute smell damn man
(Santoshi House Star)
You gone crazy
(Jr. House mother Gayatri)
She running. I crossing. She pushing
(The most wanted Lakshmi House Gr.7)
Manasvi have it
(Khwaish)
We will Sunaofy you a bhajan
(the Monday guests )

*The Originals
Editorial Team
recognises and
appreciates the
work of the
Grade-10s.
** The views expressed in articles printed are the authors own. They do not necessarily reflect the school’s editorial policy.
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